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Exercise Overview
Exercise Name

Exercise Dates

Scope

Mission Areas

Core Capabilities

Objectives

Threat or Hazard

Operation Sasquatch

May 2, 2015

This exercise is a mass casualty/search and rescue simulation for Portland NET.
Location is Portland Police Bureau’s Scenario Village at 14912 N.E. Airport Way.
Response.

NET Deployment, safety, command post establishment, radio comms, search
and rescue, low angle rescue, disaster medical triage, building size-up.
To improve competency in core CERT proficiencies as well as some
supplementary training areas (such as knots).
Megathrust earthquake, mass casualty situation (MCI).

Scenario

A Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquake has struck, and NET volunteers must
use their skills to respond to six buildings. Weather is clear, but sun is setting.

Sponsor

Portland Bureau of Emergency Management, Portland Fire & Rescue, Portland
Police Bureau.

Participating
Organizations

Point of Contact

Portland NET, other local CERT organizations.

Jeremy Van Keuren (PBEM), 503-969-4701,
jeremy.vankeuren@portlandoregon.gov.
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Exercise Information
Exercise Objectives and Core Capabilities
The following exercise objectives in Table 1 describe the expected outcomes for the exercise.
The objectives are linked to core capabilities, which are distinct critical elements necessary to
achieve the specific mission area(s).
Exercise Objectives

Core Capabilities

Organize a command post

Leadership/delegation, operations
planning, radio communications,
organizing/distributing/using documents.

Conduct search for victims

Size-up, marking buildings, search
patterns.

Triage victims

Injury triage, limited medical treatment,
establishing a medical triage area.

Victim recovery

Cribbing, patient packaging, patient
transport to triage area.

Low angle rescue techniques

Use of SKED, tying a munter knot and
belay.

Team support radio communications

Proper use of FRS frequencies.

Participant Roles and Responsibilities
The term participant encompasses many groups of people, not just those playing in the
exercise. Groups of participants involved in the exercise, and their respective roles and
responsibilities, are as follows:
 Players. Players are personnel who have an active role in discussing or performing

their regular roles and responsibilities during the exercise. Players discuss or
initiate actions in response to the simulated emergency. They will bring all gear
and “practice as they play”. Identified with NET ID badge.
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 Controllers/Evaluators. Controllers plan and manage exercise play, set up and

operate the exercise site, and act in the roles of organizations or individuals that
are not playing in the exercise. Controllers direct the pace of the exercise, provide
key data to players, and may prompt or initiate certain player actions to ensure
exercise continuity. In addition, they issue exercise material to players as required,
monitor the exercise timeline, and supervise the safety of all exercise participants.
Identified with red lanyard/badge holder.
 Safety Controller. A controller who provides the safety briefing at the start of the

exercise, and is responsible for the overall safety of the exercise. Safety Controller
can determine if a real-life incident warrants a pause in play. Identified with red
lanyard/badge holder.
 ARES Radio Net Controller. ARES will establish an on-air simulation radio net so

that NETs with an ARO can simulate passing radio traffic to an ECC.
 Moulage Technician. A moulage artist will be available to apply simulated injuries

to victim volunteers. Identified with yellow lanyard/badge holder.
 Exercise Recorder. To document the exercise, a person who will have a camera

and/or video camera. Players and controllers will not interact with this person; the
Recorder will be “invisible”. Identified with yellow lanyard/badge holder.
 Victim Volunteers (Actor). Victim volunteers will simulate injuries and/or

psychological distress consistent with experiencing a major earthquake. Victim
volunteers will wear tags that describe exercise artificialities such as heart rate or
other conditions not communicable through moulage. Identified with blue lanyard/
badge holder.
 SUVs (Actor). Persons playing the part of untrained spontaneous volunteers who

wish to help the players. NETs will be required to make decisions about how they
can help and managing them as appropriate. Some SUVs may be CERT trained
volunteers from other teams. Identified with blue lanyard/badge holder.
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Exercise Artificialities
 Cell service is “down”; players cannot use cell phones to communicate with each

other.
 Because of security rules of the Village, players cannot carry cutting instruments

into the exercise area.
 Fake smoke simulates heavy dust, not an indication of actual smoke or fire.
 Victim volunteers will wear triage cards around their necks with information

about their condition such as heart rate, etc. Moulage will also be used to simulate
injuries.
 Players are NOT permitted to mark up the buildings in the Village (to convey

casualties inside, etc). Large sticky note pads will be provided to write on and place
on the outer walls of buildings.
 Any exercise participant wearing a yellow lanyard/badge holder is effectively

“invisible” during the course of play; players should not interact with them.

Safety
Exercise participant safety takes priority over exercise events. The following general
requirements apply to the exercise:
 A Safety Controller is responsible for participant safety; any safety concerns must

be immediately reported to the Safety Controller. The Safety Controller will
determine if a real-world emergency warrants a pause in exercise play and when
exercise play can be resumed.
 For an emergency that requires assistance, use the word “REAL WORLD!” The

following procedures should be used in case of a real emergency during the
exercise:


Anyone who observes a participant who is seriously ill or injured will
immediately notify emergency services and the closest controller, and, within
reason and training, render aid.

The controller aware of a real emergency will initiate the “REAL WORLD!” broadcast and
provide the Safety Controller with the location of the emergency and resources needed, if
any.
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Site Access
The exercise site is Scenario Village at the Portland Police Bureau’s police training facility.
Entry to the Scenario Village area is controlled and sharp instruments are not permitted.

Hot Wash
At the conclusion of exercise play, controllers facilitate a Hot Wash to allow players to discuss
strengths and areas for improvement, and evaluators to seek clarification regarding player
actions and decision-making processes. The Hot Wash should not exceed 30 minutes.

Team Improvement Plan
Team Leaders are encouraged to take notes during the hot wash and develop an
improvement plan for their teams, to present and discuss at team meetings.

Exercise Improvement
We will welcome feedback from participants in order to improve the quality of our exercises.
However, no time will be dedicated to receiving that feedback during the hot wash. Players
will receive an electronic survey following the exercise.
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Exercise Schedule
Time

Personnel

Activities

0800

All non-Player
personnel

Set up Village for Shift I and moulage victims,
walk through

0930

Safety Controller

Shift I safety briefing

0940

All

Shift I establishes command and comms

0950

All

Shift I begins operations

1100

All Controllers

Shift I hotwash

1130

Lunch

Stuff your face

1230

All non-Player
personnel

Reset Village for Shift II and moulage victims,
walk through

1300

Safety Controller

Shift II safety briefing

1310

All

Shift II establishes command and comms

1320

All

Shift II begins operations

1500

All Controllers

Shift II hotwash

1530

All non-player
personnel

Village break-down and pack up

1615

All

Village closed

Operation Sasquatch
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Exercise Expectations
 The general intention between the exercise design is that, artificialities aside,

we strive to make it as realistic as possible within appropriate bounds of safety.
Therefore, players should expect to feel a measure of stress throughout the
exercise.
 The experience of individual players will vary. For example, a player who remains

at the command post to relay radio traffic will have a significantly different
experience from a player who is extricating victims.
Our hope is that individual teams will ultimately have multiple opportunities to
participate in these exercises, allowing for players to try out different roles.
 The exercise is not a competition between the two teams on a shift. On the

contrary, as they would in the real world, teams are encouraged to work together.
The purpose of putting two teams in a single shift is to encourage decision-making
between teams on the scene.
 Though we may score teams in future exercises, we will not score teams in this one.
 The Village is indoors, but the command post area will be outside in the weather.

Therefore, volunteers should dress weather appropriate (but particularly the
command post volunteers).
 We will provide a tent, table and chairs for the command post.
 Go easy on us. This is the first time we’ve tried something like this.
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What to bring, what to leave at home
As a general rule, players should deploy in this exercise as they would in a real world event.
 For most important consideration are disposable medical supplies. Teams will use

their own disposables but they will be replaced by PBEM from the list below.
Therefore, team members will need to keep track of what they use and turn that
list in after the exercise (either written or by email) to the NET Coordinator. PBEM
will replace only the following items if used during the exercise:


N95 dust masks



Adhesive bandages



Infectious waste disposal bags





CPR masks

Thermal blankets (“space
blankets”



Duct tape



Triangular bandages



Disinfecting wipes



Ace bandage



Surgical tape





4” roller bandages

Wound dressings (5x9” or
8”x10”)



Latex gloves (indicate size)



Paper bracelets for SUVs

 Owing to the particular rules of the police training village, players may NOT bring

sharp, stabby instruments into the exercise. Bandage shears are an exception.
 Bring and wear your NET vest, as well as your hard hats.
 PBEM can loan FRS radios for a team as well as a handheld amateur radio set if

requested no later than three days before the exercise.
 The following will be available on scene and the team does not need to bring:

command tent (10 x 10’), table and chairs for command post, SKED stretcher, ICS
forms.
There will also be other items available as part of the scenario, but team members
may need to work to get them: cribbing materials, cardboard for splinting.
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Amateur Radio Communications
A team’s ARO will be responsible for establishing radio communications with a simulated
radio net. The ARO will pass status reports to the simulated net. Included with this guide is a
completed ICS 205 form for Operation Sasquatch for the ARO to use (see next page).
The team ARO should also be familiar with, and know how to use, ITU phonetics, ICS forms
309 and 213. There are links for those forms at:
 https://www.scc-ares-races.org/MACinfo/ICSfiles/go-kit/ICS_309-SCCo-ARES-

RACES_Comm_Log.pdf
and
 http://bit.ly/1GDHxjW

Recommended Study Material
If team members would like to study prior to the exercise (and this is highly recommended),
PBEM suggests reviewing the following materials in order of relevance. Most of this material
will be found in the CERT Basic Student Manual:
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/pbem/article/357880
and the NET Guidelines:
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/pbem/article/475612
 NET Operations

Section 800 and Appendix A of the NET Guidelines, Team Operations Plan
 Search and Rescue Sizeup

CERT Basic Student Manual, p. 5-4 to 5-20
 Conducting Interior and Exterior Search Operations (including search

markings)
CERT Basic Student Manual, p. 5-24 to 5-26
 Conducting Rescue Operations (including cribbing and victim carries)

CERT Basic Student Manual, p. 5-27 to 5-43
Continued on Page 11
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 ICS document use

NET ICS document guide
located at: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/pbem/article/453433
Also: CERT Basic Student Manual, p. 6-14 to 6-28.
 Triage

CERT Basic Student Manual, p. 3-19 to 3-25
 Treating Life-Threatening Conditions (the “three killers”)

CERT Basic Student Manual, p. 3-4 to 3-18
 Basic Disaster Medical Ops, and Establishing Medical Treatment Areas

CERT Basic Student Manual, p. 4-4 to 4-13
 Head to Toe Assessment

CERT Basic Student Manual, p. 4-14 to 4-19
 Wound Care and Fracture Treatment

CERT Basic Student Manual, p. 4-25 to 4-34
 Spontaneous Volunteer Management

NET SUV Guide
located at: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/pbem/article/518004
 FRS Radio Communications

Team Operations Plan
 Disaster Psychology

CERT Basic Student Manual, p. 7-1 to 7-13
 Tying a Munter knot

NET Knots Guidebook, p. 14
located at: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/pbem/article/517999
 Use of a SKED

BEECN Guidelines, p.22 to p.23
located at: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/pbem/article/503084
Teams can also borrow a SKED from a nearby BEECN to practice
(request from NET Coordinator)
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After Action Report
Overview
Controllers did not score teams participating in the exercise. However, observations of team
performance suggest that scores would have been low. It is very important to emphasize
that several elements of an exercise factor relevantly into a team’s performance: the level
of Players’ preparedness to participate, the difficulty of the exercise, and (most importantly)
how well their sponsoring agencies (in this case, Portland Fire & Rescue and the Portland
Bureau of Emergency Management) have trained them. This after action report (AAR) will
contemplate those factors.
At the level of execution, the exercise rolled out as planned, with some minor “hiccups” aside.
We received all needed assistance from victim volunteers and actors, moulage technicians,
controllers, evaluators, and recorders. The Portland Police Bureau provided tremendous help
managing the site and setting up the exercise. The exercise was run safely with adequate
coverage from controllers, and no participants were harmed. The success of the exercise
execution is attributable to sufficient advance planning, the support of the actors and
controllers, and the availability of needed resources.

Exercise Development Timeline
02/12

Initial walkthrough of Scenario Village and planning with Controllers.

03/20

First draft Exercise Plan submitted to Controllers and NET Leadership
Committee for review.

03/30

Exercise Plan edited and complete; ARES begins designing radio component
to exercise; Team Leaders solicited to field a team for May 2. Online signup
created for victim volunteers and actors, which is forwarded to NET Applicant
pool.

04/08

Four teams selected for the exercise. Three other teams indicated interest and
will be on the roster for the next Scenario Village exercise.
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04/13

Player’s Guide completed and emailed to leaders of participating teams, with
instructions to distribute to Players.

04/19

Controller assignments completed and needed exercise resources identified,
except moulage.

04/22

Moulage services confirmed.

05/01

Final roster/assignments sent to non-Player personnel. Players re-sent Player
Guide and a few last minute tips for the exercise.

05/02

Operation Sasquatch from 0700 to 1700.

05/04

Post-exercise surveys emailed to all participants, with feedback opportunities
to close on 05/08.

Recommended Improvement Plan for NET Volunteers
Feedback from all participants in the exercise produced a large amount of material to
consider. What follows are the elements that reviewers acknowledged consistently, and what
PBEM most recommends NETs study and drill. Detailed and unedited feedback is attached to
this AAR as an appendix at the end of the document.
 Basic mission sequence: Teams must enter into a deployment with an overall plan

rather than “jumping in” and immediately resolving emergent issues. The elements
of having an overall plan should include initial sizeup/assessment, reporting back,
plan of action, and plan execution.
This basic concept is memorialized in the Operations Plans of each team. Though it
is acknowledged that excruciatingly detailed plans in an emergency deployment
will probably not benefit team operations (and may even hinder operations), an
over-arching and flexible plan of operations will keep team members focused on
critical tasks and help ensure accountability, span of control, and efficiencies.
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 Command post integration: Many Players were not prepared to merge with a

second team on scene to form a unified command post. As a result, there was
confusion concerning authoritative delegation of tasks and the division of labor
between SaR teams when deployed into Scenario Village. Accountability also
deteriorated, which was exacerbated by volunteers not signing in at the command
post and roles only ambiguously defined. Finally, with unclear team roles, span of
control suffered.
Some Players remarked that joint planning would not reflect the reality of a real
deployment. However, part of the mission in NET is to train volunteers to work
across teams when necessary - particularly if two teams neighbor each other
geographically.
Teams should reach out to neighboring teams to discuss how they might integrate
operations if necessary (or if doing so could benefit response capacity for both
teams) and how to organize a unified command. This discussion should include
team members reviewing the operations plans of neighboring teams.
 Sizeup/situational awareness: Without a basic mission sequence in mind, sizeup

is abandoned and supplanted by volunteers responding to emergent issues. This
leads not only to generally ineffective search and rescue, but is also dangerous
for the rescuers: volunteers do not comprehensively gather intelligence on the
rescue situation and become vulnerable to hazards such as downed power lines or
buildings near collapse.
NET sizeup is among the most fundamental skillsets in the basic curriculum; yet,
does not often get the attention it deserves in basic training. While trainers should
look for more opportunities to include it in training, sizeup and perimeter checking
are skills that can easily be discussed and instructed between team members.
Team Leaders should consider finding time in their team meetings to do building
sizeup tabletops and/or sizeup buildings in their immediate neighborhoods to
practice.
 Radio communication: FRS/GMRS radios clipped to bags and belts were difficult

to monitor, especially because of background noise at the scene. Gloves and other
gear also made radio operation challenging.
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Many team members did not use conventional radio talk protocols when
attempting to communicate (e.g. keeping messages as concise as possible, talking
slowly, beginning a message with the intended receiver’s name (“hey you, it’s
me”), or not using a radio when person-to-person communication will suffice).
There was no clear plan for when Players in the Village should use radios, and
when communication was expected between Players in the field and Players at
the command post. As a result, command post staff could not track resources
operating in the Village or even gather enough intelligence to form an effective
understanding of the scenario.
PBEM recommends that teams practice their radio communications protocols
at every team meeting. There are resources to assist with radio communications
planning if needed.
 Resource/equipment planning, tracking, and use: SUVs, bystanders, and

even victims had much to offer in terms of equipment, muscle, and information.
However, many of these individuals were underutilized or not utilized by Players
when conducting assessments and operations.
Some Players also struggled with equipment. Individual volunteers were unfamiliar
with their response packs and their contents, and therefore lost time searching for
needed items. Though some teams made use of found items in the Village (such as
blankets and cribbing materials), many did not.
Teams had access to two SKEDs, but the level of skill between rescuers on how to
deploy and use a SKED varied considerably. PBEM will partner with PF&R to create
a SKED training video that NET Team Leaders can show during meetings. SKEDs are
also available to NETs to check out and practice with.
 Functional team size: When deployed into the Village, many volunteers (though

not all) remembered to use the buddy system and self-organized into pairs.
However, pairs for search and rescue functional teams were not of sufficient size to
move injured victims from the scene. Many volunteers noticed that larger teams
were needed which would work on specific planned objectives (e.g. “clear this
building”).
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 Building markers: Many team members felt uncertain how to mark buildings;

particularly two story buildings. It appeared that many Players also did not know
to look for building markings at all, which contributed to confusion and teams
neglecting to search whole buildings (or floors).

Summary: Action Items for NETs
 In NET team meetings, dedicate time on agendas to examine and discuss:

basic mission sequence, NET sizeup, building markings, command post
integration/ICS, ICS forms, SUV management, response packs.
 Conduct FRS/GMRS radio exercises with teams to verify range and develop

radio speaking skills.
 When selected to participate in an exercise like Operation Sasquatch, teams

should come together to discuss the Player’s Guide as a team and strategize.
Teams should even consider using a team meeting to conduct a tabletop
exercise based on the information they have from the Player’s Guide.

Recommended Improvement Plan for Exercise Planners
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, exercise execution proceeded generally as
planned. The few issues that emerged included:
 PBEM did not obtain a smoke machine for the crawlspace in the Village.

However, the crawlspace door was locked on the day of the exercise and the PPB
representatives present did not have the lock combination. This element of the
exercise would have been left out inevitably, but it may have stepped up the level
of exercise challenge excessively, anyway.
 Moulage went smoothly and looked great, but should have received more advance

planning from PBEM’s end.
 Site check-in for all persons involved in the exercise at PPB training (which

included bag searches) did not delay the exercise timeline. However, the two PPB
staff present felt that at least four PPB staff should be present for an exercise with
as many people as Sasquatch had involved.
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 The command post was set up too close to the door of the Village. This made it too

easy for Players to look inside while setting up command, distracting them from
the tasks at hand.
 Elements that worked exceptionally well and should be retained for future

exercises:


Use of PA system to create background noise.



Good victim/rescuer ratio (there were more victims than rescuers, but
considering the comprehensive challenges of the exercise, the exercise
presented an appropriate challenge).



The facility was exceptionally well suited for the exercise.



Changing light levels over the course of the scenario (going from “dusk” to
“nighttime”).



Different kinds of victims for different kinds of challenges (children, person with
a disability, mental trauma, etc).



Directing Players to arrive early in order to get through check-in on time.

Summary: Action Items for Exercise Planners
 Use a projector to project dynamic changes in the exercise (e.g. flames

appearing/growing, cracks, earthquake aftershocks, etc).
 Consider setting up a controller channel for comms during exercise.
 Bring moulage techs into exercise planning early.
 Develop training video for SKED so that Players can review prior to exercise.
 Invite Team Leaders and CERT trainers not participating in the exercise to

observe the exercise from the observation deck.
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Appendix: Player and
Controller Feedback
The following 46 pages of emails and reports includes all the un-edited feedback provided
after Operation Sasquatch by Players and non-Player staff. The AAR is a distillation of this
extensive feedback; but, all of this information is compiled and provided if volunteers would
like to study closely how the exercise unfolded.
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PDX NET: Advanced Exercise Feedback Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q1 Overall, I felt safe throughout the
exercise (i.e., that proper safety procedures
were in place, I had a clear understanding
how to stop the exercise, I had appropriate
guidance from the controllers, etc)
Answered: 19
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SurveyMonkey

Q2 Overall, I found the exercise to be:
Answered: 19
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SurveyMonkey

Q3 Prior to the exercise, approximately how
many hours did you spend in preparation
(e.g. book study, planning with team
members, etc)?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0
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SurveyMonkey

Q4 I found the prepartion material provided
before the exercise to be
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0
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SurveyMonkey

Q5 Before the exercise, I would rate my
competency as a disaster responder as
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0
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nor low
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SurveyMonkey

Q6 After the exercise, I would rate my
competency as a disaster responder as
Answered: 19
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Q7 What was the most important lesson
you took away from the exercise?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

#

Responses

Date

1

Concerns regarding how the exercise was organized, concerns about proctors' understanding of how NET
communications equipment worked, concerns about organizers' attention to documentation, concerns about
organizers understanding of multi-agency command structure (ICS 400). Am writing these up under separate
cover. Very clear that everyone worked very hard - no worries there. Concern is with the actual output as
presented to the NETs. All a lesson for the learning.

5/7/2015 9:56 AM

2

It is critical to seperate NET leadership activities from any First AID and/or assembly area.

5/5/2015 9:37 PM

3

wake up call. humility Orient yourself when going into the site as far as streets, house numbers and kinds of
shops. communication with TL should both refer to these same things, not "red house" etc.

5/5/2015 6:32 PM

4

"Use it or lose it." I realized that I need to participate in hands on exercises at least annually as well as review my
backpack annually.

5/5/2015 6:03 PM

5

Don't start without an assessment of the situation and a plan of action.

5/5/2015 4:37 PM

6

I need more oi these to get the hang of it

5/5/2015 3:48 PM

7

You can't merge 2 different teams and make it work in 10 minutes while getting continually changing commands
of what to do. I think seeing all the challenges in that short time we should have gone in as 2 teams and divided
up the area with each leader controlling their team but sharing resources between the 2 teams.

5/5/2015 8:51 AM

8

We (our NET) have a lot to learn. There is only so much planning one can do for a situation such as this. Fluid
thinking and adaptability to unknown quantities in a disaster environment should be a focal point of NET training.
I felt that more emphasis could be placed on "forget this is a warehouse and imagine it as one block of your
neighborhood" type of thinking. This was apparent in the fact that very little factual reporting was done with
regards to street names, building type and structural damage. Participants leaned toward terms like, " red
building" or, "bank" or "building A". On a positive, this type of exercise should be a regular and commonplace
NET training tool. It was HUGELY instrumental in exposing flaws in NET training and an invaluable training
resource. I can't wait to do another exercise now that I am armed with the information I took away from Operation
Sasquatch. I have a new found respect for emergency responders. The requirements placed upon them are
overwhelming and it takes incredible skill, discipline and training to navigate these types of scenarios.

5/4/2015 11:03 PM

9

Communication and documentation are essential! After the door opened and the search & rescue teams went in,
it was kind of a free-for-all. Our team leader had no idea of the layout of the village or which buildings we were
searching because we did not come back to incident command early on to report on our building sizeup, and she
didn't know to assign Fire & Rescue resources because we hadn't reported our findings or needs. It's easy to get
caught up in the chaos of the moment and forget that it's a team effort and that we need to check in with each
other constantly.

5/4/2015 10:29 PM

10

How crucial cooperation is.

5/4/2015 9:33 PM

11

(not so anonymous) - To have a better plan. To have clear objectives and/with time restraints. To give better
instructions.

5/4/2015 4:47 PM

12

experiencing chaos and disorganization is a very valuable experience to be confronted with.

5/4/2015 3:48 PM

13

Actual practice helps identify areas for improvement -- what equipment and/or skills are lacking

5/4/2015 3:37 PM

14

Leadership is key to success. Setting up the ICC and having a well organized Incident Team Leader is critical.
More training should be devoted to this.

5/4/2015 3:04 PM

15

The importance of being able to learn effective and efficient systems with the ability to expect the unexpected and
necessity to develop strategic quick thinking skills that allow to move to plans B, C, and D when A goes haywire.

5/4/2015 2:09 PM

16

That More Focus Should Be Spent On Basic First Aid & The Importance Of Not Leaving Your Team Member
Alone. Stress The Importance Of Always Work In Groups Of Two.

5/4/2015 2:05 PM
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17

Members need to learn how to use their radios. I have 550 hours as a pilot and experience as a radio operator in
the military -- I heard nonsense on the radio that wasted valuable air time and would not be tolerated by the
control tower or when my agency (military) had people on the move.

5/4/2015 1:35 PM

18

Regardless of training, my net team is awesome and we can absolutely depend on one another.

5/4/2015 1:27 PM

19

Communication between incident command and deployed teams is critical for assessment of situation,
prioritization of tasks and effective allocation of resources.

5/4/2015 1:21 PM
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Q8 What did you do well during the
exercise?
Answered: 18

Skipped: 1

#

Responses

Date

1

Communications. Documentation. Support for IC. Interaction with comms officer from 2nd team.

5/7/2015 9:56 AM

2

I thought I planned a strategy well for how our "Neighborhood" NET team would approach this challenge. Turns
out that was apparently a huge mistake. I guess I did nothing very well.

5/5/2015 9:37 PM

3

communication with tl was ok, not very informative though. team members worked well together.

5/5/2015 6:32 PM

4

Keeping my wits and communicating clearly and frequently with my search and rescue buddy.

5/5/2015 6:03 PM

5

Cribbing

5/5/2015 3:48 PM

6

Our team worked well as a group doing the things we trained on.

5/5/2015 8:51 AM

7

Remained calm (or tried to), so as not to add any undue stress to an already stressful situation. Tried to stay
focused on my role and to not be distracted by situations that were beyond my control. In the process, identified
areas of required improvement and tried to remain aware of strategic flaws that required attention for future
intents and purposes.

5/4/2015 11:03 PM

8

Personally I felt I did well in identifying hazards (e.g. electrical wiring) and getting victims out of buildings. Areas
that needed improvement included wearing PPE, documenting findings, calming agitated victims, and managing
SUVs.

5/4/2015 10:29 PM

9

My strength is generating calm and comfort to the injured, as well as respecting what my capacities and
limitations are

5/4/2015 9:33 PM

10

I think once I caught on and had a better view (in my head) of the big picture, I was able to make quicker and
better decisions.

5/4/2015 4:47 PM

11

Not much!

5/4/2015 3:48 PM

12

Gave direction; kept focus while distractions continued around me

5/4/2015 3:37 PM

13

I can't think of anything.

5/4/2015 3:04 PM

14

This is my second training exercise. My ability to stay focused on the radio communication and the tasks
assigned and not be distracted by victim chaos was very much improved The first exercise I completed I was
very distracted and reactively responsive to the chaos and victim distractions that surrounded me, thus becoming
caught up int the chaos and ineffective. This exercise I was able to improve my ability to stay on task and execute
the responsibilities presented to me.

5/4/2015 2:09 PM

15

ARO Communications.

5/4/2015 2:05 PM

16

Be patient in the midst of chaos.

5/4/2015 1:35 PM

17

Helping fill in gaps of training (using sked, cribbing, medical, helping each other stay focused on goals) We kept
doing stuff and didn't get bogged down in talking. We all stayed relaxed, focused and kind (not "nice")

5/4/2015 1:27 PM

18

Adapted to unexpected changes in the situation.

5/4/2015 1:21 PM
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Q10 For NETs completing this exercise in
the future, what advice would you give them
to prepare?
Answered: 18

Skipped: 1

#

Responses

Date

1

Clear understanding of ICS 400 - and ability to override proctors if the proctors do not apply this properly - and/or
do not accommodate team equipment to newly imposed organizational structure. Clear assignment of roles
(which should not be over-ridden by proctors unless well explained and compensated for) Correction of any and
all inaccurate communications information in currently approved NET operations plans. Time, on scene, to
regroup if individual team practice is over-ridden by event organizers.

5/7/2015 9:56 AM

2

Unless this exercise is completely revised (see 11 below) future participants should plan on a "game/exercise
situation" that will be unlike anyting you will likely encounter in a real life situation apart from unmitigated chaos..

5/5/2015 9:37 PM

3

don't be in such a hurry to go into the field that you hurry though a team meeting specififyingobjectives before
going in.

5/5/2015 6:32 PM

4

Get clarity about roles and responsibilities of various team members in advance of the training. Walk through how
the communications network will be set up and operated. Ditto, the first aid area.

5/5/2015 6:03 PM

5

Work with the other team members to review basic skills, such as use of sked, knots, how to mark buildings, use
of forms.

5/5/2015 4:37 PM

6

Difficult to do since each scenario will be differeent,

5/5/2015 3:48 PM

7

Prepare to work under distracting conditions but learn to prioritize and stay focused.

5/5/2015 8:51 AM

8

Do the ICS training and understand the true meaning of "unified command" as well as "chain of command".
Without this, there can be no structure and all efforts to perform as a cohesive team will be affected. There are
many other pertinent pieces of advice to be offered but I feel that the most important would be the above points.
Division of labor and the correct/effective assignment of resources and roles is key.

5/4/2015 11:03 PM

9

Learn the ICS command structure and be prepared to use it! Don't send anyone out in the field until there's clear
agreement on roles and responsibilities and reporting structure.

5/4/2015 10:29 PM

10

Practice with radios, understand the order of action, i.e. sizeup, triage, use of SUV's

5/4/2015 9:33 PM

11

although your suggested reading was helpful, it didn't prepare me for incident command or how exactly the ARO
operates in the exercise. (I am not trained in radio communication) We figured most of it out,

5/4/2015 4:47 PM

12

top-down authoritative demanding leadership and organization are critical in addition to reminding nets that
building identification is a critical step to minimize duplication and waste of time

5/4/2015 3:48 PM

13

Before jumping into the drill... stop, look, listen - assess and report. Do a thorough size up of the situation before
running amok through the drill.

5/4/2015 3:37 PM

14

Study the materials as suggested in the exercise notifications, etc.

5/4/2015 3:04 PM

15

A huge part of the training is learning how to think differently in an emergent situation. How do we develop our
expectations of chaos and the comparison of how those expectations may not match the situation. Emphasis on
the systems and the thinking and behaviors that will distract and interfere with the ability to execute the systems.
(ie. search and rescue, assessing safety while victims are interrupting and insisting on your immediate attention
and assistance. Our usual reaction is to stop and assist at that point in time and perhaps unintentionally
becoming part of the chaos with our intent to help,

5/4/2015 2:09 PM

16

Focus On Building Size Up. Use Of The SKED, And How To Use It Properly. Have Individual Teams Practice
Using SUV Forms. Encourage The Use Of SUV'S As A Communication Runners.

5/4/2015 2:05 PM

17

Read up on topics your not so good at.

5/4/2015 1:35 PM

Making sure they are familiar with the overall procedure for incident assessment, deployment and execution.

5/4/2015 1:21 PM

18
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Q11 What can we do to improve the quality
of the exercise?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

#

Responses

Date

1

See above. All teams need practice - lots of it. When they do practice and prepare in advance, event organizers
should only over -ride that only when time is allocated, on scene, to re-group for organization and communications
structure, as called for in ICS training, especially ICS 400. Again - exercise was a terrific opportunity and every
team should take this on. Great stuff. But bollixed up by inaccurate communications information and last minute
reorganization without time allocated to re-group on planning. Everyone worked hard - NETs and organizers.
Many of the shortcomings evidenced by both groups can be corrected going forward. Great opportunity overall!

5/7/2015 9:56 AM

2

Revise the whole thing or make sure participants are are thoroughly briefed on how the exercise is organized and
what is expected. This exercise was way too challenging in my opinion.. The basic situation was unreal and way
too many things were being thrown at a small cadre of neighborhood team members. In spite of briefing that there
were more NET members than vicitms. I have to think there were move victims and clammoring SUVs
demanding attention than there were NETs. If on the one hand hand it was designed to show that a well
organized and trained NET team could respond to the chaos, it compeltely failed. If on the other hand the
exercise was designed to show that there would likely be complete unmitigated and uncontroled chaos after a
"big event," it suceeded completely. Improving it depends on what was expected from the exercise. And on that
matter, I am unclear what was expected.

5/5/2015 9:37 PM

3

put photos -as well as written descriptors - on the outside of the sides of the houses that show what is
wrong.Restructure the paperwork demands - to be completed at incident command center, notes taken in the
field, not forms filled out. Same with Suvs forms

5/5/2015 6:32 PM

4

Think of ways to streamline the administrative burdens (including note taking, paper flow management) of the
NET volunteers. Consider assigning some of the controllers to engage as hands-on trainers during the exercise.
They should stop NET volunteers and ask them to assess what they are doing, give them options to consider
about how to address a particularly thorny situation and let them know on the spot if they are doing something
that is out of bounds.

5/5/2015 6:03 PM

5

Some of the initial instructions (before we entered the building) were confusing; for example, creating new team
assignments with members of the other NET team. The teams would also benefit from additional time up front to
communicate the task assignments.

5/5/2015 4:37 PM

6

Format and instructions need to change.

5/5/2015 3:48 PM

7

Try to give us a better picture initially so we can go in with a plan and maybe do more practice of a similar type
so we can burn it into our muscle memory.

5/5/2015 8:51 AM

8

Have these exercises more frequently! They are a fantastic learning tool. To be able to link all the individual
components and aspects of the NET training into one extended scenario is the most realistic way to teach "real
world" implementation of the skills required to respond to a disaster/situation/event such as the one portrayed in
the exercise. Thanks again to all the agencies and individuals who made this possible!!! Fantastic experience,
albeit traumatic at the time! :)

5/4/2015 11:03 PM

9

Really emphasize the fact that this isn't just about search and rescue - it's also about what's happening at the
staging area, in the medical tent, over the radio, and on paper. It's also about working with team members and
volunteers who you may not have worked with before. Participants will need to put ALL of their skills and
knowledge to the test, not just their search and rescue and triage skills.

5/4/2015 10:29 PM

10

I was with the Hillsdale NET, and the other team seemed reluctant to work as one unit together. It might be useful
for you to briefly go over the steps before we begin. It's not a test, it's for us to deepen our skill set.

5/4/2015 9:33 PM

11

Since we did have a plan as a team prior to the exercise, it would have been helpful to know ahead of time that
we would be working (completely) with other teams, and there would be one IC. There was a great sense of
hesitation for some members to give in to working with other teams and not just their team members - and not
collaboratively. Also letting us know how radio communication will be working in the experience too. When we
think about what we learn in NET training and from reading the material - are we completely prepared to be in
this type of exercise without more info, training and prep? I found it extremely helpful and I learned so much - I
hope others did too and we can all correct our mistakes for next time - whether that be for real or not.

5/4/2015 4:47 PM
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12

make the training available at periodic points throughout the year so that new and existing that can work together
and those with previous experience can impart their insight and wisdom into the next or new net training class
inductees

5/4/2015 3:48 PM

13

Rather than count down...10,9,8... remind everyone to do a situation assessment as their first few minutes.
Also... it was assumed that the Triage area would need to be near Incident Command for oversight (and to allow
verbal communications between the two). Maybe -- readdress to the teams as to what would be best.

5/4/2015 3:37 PM

14

It was curious that you insisted that a NET must have at least five members to participate when the first thing
which happened was to break us up. This was just like a rodeo where you didn't know anybody. I found the
number of people using the same frequency very confusing and almost counter-productive. Would be nice if there
were a smaller training facility where Teams could train together. Be good to do these more often -- if possible..

5/4/2015 3:04 PM

15

The quality of the exercise was impressive. The improvement can be helpful by direction and instruction of the
importance of how to stay on task while simultaneously being able to expect the unexpected. Those who work in
the search and rescue fields and have experience as first responders have a better understanding of what and
how to anticipate chaos and the thinking and processing skills required to execute a good outcome in a bad
situation.

5/4/2015 2:09 PM

16

Allow At Least 15- 20 Minutes Prior To The Start Of The Exercise. Which Would Allow Teams To Formulate
Team Tactics, And Strategies.

5/4/2015 2:05 PM

17

Less complex planning and possibly rotate each pair or trio through each building to search or recover a patient.
Use the fire department dummy in a skid so that people can rush as they would do in a real situation without
endangering a volunteer victim.

5/4/2015 1:35 PM

18

Make sure that any imaginary invisible qualities to the scenario ("this is too heavy for you to lift") be clearly
marked. Jeremy, so much appreciation from our team for your amazing work.

5/4/2015 1:27 PM

19

Longer exercises with the opportunity for "do-overs": Allow us to go through a scenario once in the morning,
evaluate our response over lunch (while the scenario is set back up and changed somewhat), then go through a
similar scenario again with the opportunity to try our improvements to our response.

5/4/2015 1:21 PM
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Q9 What skill set(s) do you think you need
the most improvement in as a NET?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

#

Responses

Date

1

Search and rescue. Cribbing.

5/7/2015 9:56 AM

2

Not sure. Seems like I have trained and practiced a lot on a lot of stuff but very little seems relevant to what took
place in this exercise.

5/5/2015 9:37 PM

3

making more efficient use of the people on our (and other) team. as "functional TL" I was irrelevant - may as well
not have been there.; using sked; eliminating paperwork in the field - getting heavy or disabled people out without
hurt. how to be an effective TL; how to use people resources efficiently. fiure out how to put something under
severely injured people so they aren't lying on cold ground.

5/5/2015 6:32 PM

4

1) Learning the acronyms; 2) learning how to use various tools (resources) that are available); 3) brush up on first
aid skills.

5/5/2015 6:03 PM

5

(1) Improved communication with team members and the ICS; and (2) triage of the injured.

5/5/2015 4:37 PM

6

Radio communication skills

5/5/2015 3:48 PM

7

Managing our team under crisis conditions.

5/5/2015 8:51 AM

8

Sizeup. The skills needed to recognize how to best utilize resources at hand. Our teams decided to stay divided
and tackle the scenario as two separate entities. A unified command was not established and we (both teams)
suffered greatly by splitting up our resources in the way we did. More emphasis on structure of command (ICS) is
needed.

5/4/2015 11:03 PM

9

SUV management and using the ICS forms

5/4/2015 10:29 PM

10

communication via radio

5/4/2015 9:33 PM

11

Delegation. Leadership (although I guess we all could work on that one) - and good planning

5/4/2015 4:47 PM

12

working within an organization and hierarchy I think providing first aid performing cribbing being compassionate
towards a victim comes easily through my experience in my personal life but certainly operating in a disaster
environment in an organized way seems to be an alien concept.

5/4/2015 3:48 PM

13

Working with non-regular team members... learning to work with other Nets on the fly

5/4/2015 3:37 PM

14

Incident Team Leadership.

5/4/2015 3:04 PM

15

Regularly scheduled exercises like this one at least 4 times a year. This exercise provides an opportunity to
honestly access our understanding and abilities. The Fire department and Police department training and
direction guiding us is essential for any NET ability to successfully and effectively assist in an emergency. Direct
and straight forward coaching is imperative and necessary given the enormous task of imparting information and
the short period of time given for its delivery.

5/4/2015 2:09 PM

16

Team Work Through Drills. Practice, Practice, Practice. This Will Build Confidence And Teamwork

5/4/2015 2:05 PM

17

Medical which is not my favorite subject.

5/4/2015 1:35 PM

18

Setting goals as a team, both long term in the real world and being goal focused in training scenarios. fundraising
to be able to buy critical equipment. We are not equipped at all.

5/4/2015 1:27 PM

19

Overall situation management. I think I'm competent at individual tasks but managing and following the overall
deployment process is where I'm needing the most practice.

5/4/2015 1:21 PM
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Q1 Overall, I felt safe throughout the
exercise (i.e., that proper safety procedures
were in place, I had a clear understanding
how to stop the exercise, I had appropriate
guidance from the controllers, etc)
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0
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Q2 I felt the preparation provided by the
NET Coordinator (Jeremy Van Keuren) on
what to expect as a victim volunteer was
Answered: 18

Skipped: 1
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Q3 The lunch and refreshments provided
were
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0
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Q4 My motivation in volunteering as an
actor/victim was (check all that apply):
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

It sounded fun!

It sounded
interesting!

I am a NET
applicant/th...

I wanted the
opportunity ...

I am a NET
volunteer an...
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It sounded fun!

63.16%

12

It sounded interesting!

68.42%

13

I am a NET applicant/thinking of taking NET training and wanted to learn more about NET operations.

26.32%

5

I wanted the opportunity to serve my community.

52.63%

10

I am a NET volunteer and wanted to help my fellow NET volunteers.

63.16%

12

Total Respondents: 19
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Q5 My motivation(s) for helping (as
indicated in the above question) were
fulfilled.
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0
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Q6 What can we do to make the experience
of victim volunteers/actors more pleasant?
Answered: 13

Skipped: 6

#

Responses

Date

1

Let everyone know to BRING LAYERS!!! The concrete simulation village can get really freezing!

5/8/2015 4:33 PM

2

As a moulage artist/victim/CERT person, I would make sure that everyone is warm (or cool) and hydrated. Cold
concrete is not pleasant place to be.

5/5/2015 12:10 PM

3

Make the roles of the actors clearer. As an actor in the morning exercise, I was told to be an annoying bank
customer and also (because there weren't enough volunteers?) to be the grandparent of an unconscious infant.
When we were led from the bank to the triage area(?) outside, I wasn't sure whether to continue to annoy & nag
the NET folks to help my injured "baby." Do we stay in our roles until the end of the exercise?

5/5/2015 9:25 AM

4

I would have liked to have been introduced to all the victim volunteers to just get an overview of their NET
location.

5/4/2015 8:45 PM

5

More blood! (just kidding) Perhaps information about next classes would be great.

5/4/2015 8:33 PM

6

I had a very good experience, partially influenced by the previous exercise(s) I've participated in (with a variety of
different organizations). Publishing a "beginner's guide" would be good, so that if we have friends that we want to
bring that have never done this, someone can easily send them out a two-page primer on what's going to happen.
There's not a spot to add this on another question, so I will add it here. NET volunteer Alex (2nd year ASL student
at David Douglas High School), you are my ASL hero of the day! To Marcel Rodriguez (supervisor for the
apartment building) - and the two NETs on 2nd shift, you are my "help me" heroes of the day. I was tightly almost
wrapped in the skid (ready to go downstairs) when dust got in my eye, in real life! And then the dust was unwilling
to leave! Marcel and the two NET volunteers convinced it to leave by washing out my eye with my water bottle
(and smart, one of you, for knowing to punch it with a knife to pressurize it more). One moment I was having lots
of fun, then I got an introduction to pain, and then Marcel and the two volunteers managed to make me really
really happy again because they washed out my eye and I could be happy and go back to my fake life again!
THANK YOU!!

5/4/2015 7:23 PM

7

More instruction pre-excercise. Like how annoying/helpful an individuals role can be. 30 second hot wash
moment of fame.

5/4/2015 5:47 PM

8

Might be fun to have a photographer take individual photos of each bloodied victim and later send that photo to
them as a memento?

5/4/2015 5:09 PM

9

Probably we as NETS need to have more training in how to manage victims from the time we find them till the
time they receive medical attention. As a victim who could have helped, I tried to keep the victims who'd been
brought out from going back in. It felt chaotic. On the other hand, I got to use some of the skills I learned in the
trauma intervention program.

5/4/2015 4:41 PM

10

Pleasant...is that a point? Sounds... crying or screaming in the background. would add realism. Rumbles...raining

5/4/2015 4:34 PM

11

Perhaps let actors know if they might be laying on cold cement floors for a period time and advise them to bring a
sleeping pad or an extra layer for clothing.

5/4/2015 2:33 PM

12

This was very well organized. The assignment and expectations of victims was well laid out and very clear.

5/4/2015 1:55 PM

13

Not much really. Remind them to keep a sense of humor about this otherwise serious business. Let them know
that there will be a lot of down time waiting for something to happen.

5/4/2015 1:53 PM
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PDX NET: Victim Volunteer Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q7 What advice, if any, would you give to
NET volunteers when trying to rescue
someone?
Answered: 17

Skipped: 2

#

Responses

Date

1

Concise, clear COMMUNICATION is essential in all aspects. Don't count on technology to be working, so
marking the buildings about how many people are in there, how many need to be rescued, any environmental
dangers, anything that may be useful materials inside, when enter and exit, etc.

5/8/2015 4:33 PM

2

There appeared to be a bit of confusion. I would remind NETs to do a size up first and tell each victim they'll be
rescued shortly. In my CERT class, we were taught to call out for anyone who could, to come forward (get the
walking wounded up and out of the way).

5/5/2015 12:10 PM

3

1) If you can't enter a building immediately because of time/safety issues, let the occupants know (signals,
shouts, knocking on windows) that you're aware of them and will attempt to reach them safely. 2) Identify helpers
& incorporate them into your organization; mark them them in some way (badges? wrist straps?) so others will
know they're helpers, not hangers on or other victims. 3) After you triage the injured, flag those needing
immediate care (red wrist strap or badge?) to distinguish them from those who can wait for care. If possible, write
the victim's name & assessed injury on the tag.

5/5/2015 9:25 AM

4

Be aware that there are more than the one victim. Extraction is crucial, however, so is expediency

5/4/2015 8:45 PM

5

Maybe there could be some food, supplies, water scattered in the buildings for volunteers to use? Would be fun!

5/4/2015 8:33 PM

6

Be more personable. Have a better plan and chain of command and communication (if you give out a radio, tell
what station to be on and give brief do/don't expectation, also record where/with whom you send equipment so it's
returned).

5/4/2015 7:38 PM

7

Make sure that a total sweep of each building is done.

5/4/2015 7:38 PM

8

I was one of your victims with a disability (in real life and we also gave me some bonuses in my fake life). The
2nd NET volunteers were much better at communication than the first group. But, both groups struggled with the
basic premise of asking a person with a disability how best to help. The first group just kind of said, "okay, we're
going down the stairs now!" and grabbed onto my chair. It does look pretty tough and it is, but some other chairs
might detach on those grab points. It's also important to be very careful where you grab (on all chairs) because in
my case, the detachment points are right next to the hand grips. (Even I didn't know this until Saturday, thanks!) I
was out of the chair and people had followed my instructions to carry the chair up/down when I discovered that
someone with big thumbs had gotten the handgrips and the seatback releases both (even I didn't think that far, I
have small hands! It was a very good lesson for me too!) - and if that had happened while I was in the chair it
would have been not good (as I said, the first NET group just thought they could grab and carry...no thought
ahead of time to the dangers (thank you Marcel for helping the NET volunteers think before disaster, particularly
for group #1). There are a few resources that might be helpful that I can think of offhand: (1) Institute on
Disabilities, Temple University. "Emergency Communication For All." Emergency Communication For All.
Institute on Disabilities, Temple University, n.d. Web. 4 May 2015. . [Also available in other languages and with
other vocabulary: http://disabilities.temple.edu/aacvocabulary/e4all.shtml [and]
http://disabilities.temple.edu/programs/eprep/ ] (2) Center for Development and Disability, University of New
Mexico. "Tips for First Responders (Fifth Edition)." Center for Development and Disability. University of New
Mexico, n.d. Web. 4 May 2015. . In real life, I would be happy to answer any questions you had (and I had a great
deal of fun at the whole event; please feel free to invite me again!) If you need to reach me: Amy Sharer,
asharer@frontier.com. Thank you to all of you for a great way to spend a Saturday!!

5/4/2015 7:23 PM

9

This is a Team effort so ask questions, be an asset, consult F.O.G. and remain pleasant.

5/4/2015 5:47 PM

10

Maybe step up the pace? Do a more thorough search?

5/4/2015 5:09 PM

11

Be careful--don't do more harm. The story of the guy dragged over a curb was terrifying. Take a step back every
once in a while and look at the big picture. Make sure you have a united Incident command structure. Make sure
your system is working--don't keep rescuing people only to see them back on the street in five minutes. Put some
energy into keeping them from becoming liabilities.

5/4/2015 4:41 PM

practice as a team does help..the second story rescue with dog was impressive

5/4/2015 4:34 PM

12
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PDX NET: Victim Volunteer Survey

SurveyMonkey

13

Be sure to talk with them and tell them why you're doing certain things.

5/4/2015 2:40 PM

14

"Ask" just because someone is a victim it does not mean they are helpless, e.g. Even a victim with a broken leg,
that victim can still walk out of a building with a little help. Steam-line your equipment, know where your gear is in
your packs especially safety equipment. Make sure you have spare/fresh batteries with you.

5/4/2015 2:33 PM

15

Recon.

5/4/2015 1:56 PM

16

Your own safety comes first, make sure you are working safe. Attend to the most people in the shortest time. If
you can't stop bleeding quickly apply a tourniquet. Be sure to record the results of your body check and action
taken.

5/4/2015 1:55 PM

17

Be systematic is your searches. Ask your victim questions if they are responsive. Take care when moving your
victim ( which end up, chair carries that seem a bit tippy, that sort of thing. )

5/4/2015 1:53 PM
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PDX NET: Victim Volunteer Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q8 I would volunteer as a "victim" or other
actor on an exercise again.
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

Definitely!

Probably I
would.

Maybe.

Probably not.

Nope.

0%
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Answer Choices
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Responses

Definitely!

89.47%

17

Probably I would.

5.26%

1

Maybe.

5.26%

1

Probably not.

0.00%

0

Nope.

0.00%

0

Total

19
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brian.j.cochrane@gmail.com on behalf of Brian Cochrane, KE7QPV <KE7QPV@arrl.net>
Mon 5/4/2015 9:38 PM
2015.05.02.Operation Sasquatch
To:Van

Keuren, Jeremy <Jeremy.VanKeuren@portlandoregon.gov>;

1 attachment (755 KB)
2015-05-02 PBEM Operation Sasquatch Net Control Station Logs.pdf;

Jeremy,
I have attached a scanned copy of the radio logs from the Net Control station, and my comments for your AAR are below.

What did they do well?
used tactical call signs properly and signed with their FCC call sign at the end of transmissions (this took a little prompting at
first, for one of the AROs)
reports from the more experienced AROs were clear and concise
the afternoon team made a wise decision in dedicating one of their radio operators to FRS and one to Amateur Radio;
unfortunately, it didn't last long - the FRS operator was apparently reassigned to other duties
How best can they prepare?
We need to make sure NET and ARES are using compatible ICS 213 forms (ARES versions have been slightly modified with extra
fields to include extra message tracking information) so that all the fields match up. The NET AROs and Net Control station were
using different form versions during the exercise, which caused confusion during traffic handling. I will bring this up at the next
ARES leadership meeting (May 14).
Practice copying and passing traffic, not just on the Amateur Radio side. The NTTN (NorthwestTraffic & Training Net) is a great
way to get practice. The NTTN focuses on NTS (National Traffic System) Radiograms, not ICS 213 traffic, but the underlying
principles and skills still apply. Even NETs who don't have an Amateur Radio license can listen in and copy messages if they have
a scanner capable of receiving on the repeater frequencies. More NTTN information is available on the Multnomah County
ARES website: http://www.multnomahares.org/[/]nttn/. I'm looking into a way to record the NTTN audio so folks without access
to a scanner can listen to audio files.
NET AROs should take advantage of every available opportunity to gain more experience. This includes participating in regularly
scheduled nets, public service events, ARES exercises, and attending amateur radio club and ARES meetings and trainings.
Where do they need the most improvement?
More practice is needed in preparing and passing ICS 213 and informal traffic accurately and efficiently - Net Control only
received one ICS 213 message from a NET ARO, even though 4-5 messages were handed to NETs in the field, and that message
was not passed accurately
All NET members need more practice with radio protocol and use - we heard numerous reports of the command post having
problems communicating with the NET members in the field, and that some NETs members weren't even familiar with using an
FRS radio.
Dedicate resources to radio communications - having separate radio operators on FRS and Amateur Radio makes
communications more efficient and reliable
work on proper task assignment - a NET team leader from one of the morning teams was trying to handle radio
communications in addition to Command; that's too much for one person to do, and the wrong task for the team leader
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Overall, I think the AROs performed well given the conditions under which they were working.

Thanks,
Brian Cochrane - KE7QPV
Event Personnel Coordinator | PBEM Team Leader | Webmaster
Multnomah County ARES/RACES
Brian.J.Cochrane@gmail.com
A 30
Mobile: +1 503 341 0322
On Mon, May 4, 2015 at 1:41 PM, Van Keuren, Jeremy <Jeremy.VanKeuren@portlandoregon.gov> wrote:
Hello Controllers/Evaluators:

I have released feedback surveys to the players and victims/actors regarding the exercise on Saturday. The third part of the feedback
(which I will synthesize into an AAR) is feedback from you.

Rather than put you in a structured survey, please send me whatever bullet points you think are most crucial for the AAR. Your
guiding questions are along the lines of: what did they do well? How best can they prepare? Where do they need the most
improvement? How should we change as instructors? … and so forth.

Please send me your feedback by end of day Friday, May 8. Thanks!

Jeff Rook: would you please forward this to Tim? I do not have his email address. ~ JVK

Jeremy Van Keuren
NET Program Specialist
Portland Bureau of Emergency Management
d: (503) 823-4421 | c: (503) 969-4701
9911 SE Bush Street, Portland, OR 97266-2562
jeremy.vankeuren@portlandoregon.gov
website | twitter | facebook | publicalerts
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5/25/2015 4:11 PM

ALL TIMES ARE ESTIMATES
0730 – Someone to greet incoming victims, remind them the importance of
staying in accordance with their assigned role, rules of the facility (no knives,
locking doors, where are snacks, etc) – ask them to remember their assigned
location, handle last minute alterations, cancelations/no shows, etc.
0800 – Someone assigned to door to welcome incoming NET members,
separate controllers/evaluators (send them into the village) and victims/actors
into the moulage room
0830 – brief actors: victims and spontaneous volunteers (what this is, reminder of
importance of staying in role, safety briefing) Walk to check in for searching, wrist
banding and assignment to proctors/controllers (proctors need to be ready for
their victims)
0840 – greet full compliment of NET members. Remind them about no knives,
brief pep talk and thanks for participation, encourage them to fill out evaluation
and to capture lessons learned for sharing, last chance to go to the bathroom
(give time for them to put things not allowed – back in their cars). Remind them
to wear their PPE to test how it works.
0850 – escort NETs to the search and wrist banding area – help with wrist
banding,
0900 - escort to briefing area
0930 – escort to command location (explain scenario – describe that the
command area is about a 10 minute walk from the street they have been
assigned to work. 10 minutes to develop plan
0950 – teams deployed to safety town.
Repeat sequence for afternoon session

Exercise improvement recommendations:
Overall:
1. Include in briefing for participants and controllers:
a. Ask students to verbalize actions when they can not be ‘acted out’
(I am doing a 360 of this building – what do I see? = controller to
answer. “I am bandaging this patient’
b. Additional information regarding scenario (EQ, getting dark,
neighborhood with residential units and commercial units),
Command Post has been established in park and has determined
that they will begin assessment
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2. Actors: If at all possible keep the following elements, they were all
wonderful and taught excellent lessons: kids as wonderers, entrapped
patient, mother with the dead/really sick baby, phone video person.
I think adding a pregnant woman with abdominal pain and an older person
with chest pain would be cool too. Additionally – if a couple of our SUVs
are given a ‘valuable skill’ or ‘cache of equipment’ that would be
awesome! If they are asked – they can provide it.
3. Move the Command Post to further away from the door to access Safety
Village.
4. Table top scenario first
5. Somehow remind students to use line of sight – you’re right next to the
person – tap them on the shoulder versus using a radio
For Command and Triage/Treatment Station Proctor/Controller/Facilitator
Inform NET that there is paper on walls/doorways to mark buildings
For NET Participants
1. Scene SizeUp – Situational Awareness is necessary for building an
adequate and appropriate response plan. More training is needed in this
area. The lack of this initial Metaplan – led to many of the other areas that
need improvement. A method for how to do this is needed.
a. I didn’t see any ‘gathering of supplies’. Practicing as close to real
life as possible means there are still artificialities. That being said,
practice ignoring things will create an actual response that ignores
things  Consider the scenario - these folks supposedly lived in
that area. NET could have asked neighbors gathering around if
they had any medical supplies they were willing to bring to the
treatment area, asked them to get gloves (or other PPE) prior to
asking them to help. Even a quick skill assessment of SUVs can
yield incredible results
b. Lack of efficient use of Spontaneous Unaffiliated Volunteers – if
nothing else they are neighbors, familiar with the area and could go
to the Command Post and draw a map. See ASSETS – SUVs (you
will need all the help you can get), buildings (what could that be
used for), safe open spaces.
2. Accountability:
a. Teams went in without full names (no sign in) and assignments.
b. No clear plan from Command and no clear understanding from
team. Everyone went in – no one said, I am unclear of what I am
supposed to be accomplishing and what outcome/deliverables you
need from me.
c. Command Post location choice (or rather what to – or not to - colocate with command).
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3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

d. Unified Command is not two commander working next to each
other – but a consolidated, shared objective – single incident action
planning process.
Transfer of command – obtaining adequate information is everyone’s role.
There was very little work on role identification (everyone needs to
understand who is in charge of what – and who they report to) – Saying
that – some people seemed to think that they knew who was doing what –
but that info turned out to be incorrect – OR – people had varying
definitions/descriptions of what the responsibilities and/or parameters of
the roles were.
No attention to span of control – Command Post focused on sending folks
in – and did so without a clear organizational structure for those
individuals – this led to confusion, over reporting, under reporting,
duplication of effort, faux injuries and deaths from hazards that did not get
communicated forward.
Wonderful interactions with some of the citizens – simultaneously – some
really unproductive conversations as well.
Treatment/Triage area; No control was instituted – porous entry (the
person in charge should remain on site and be IN CHARGE. There were
some plans made re location of the different areas (morgue, immediate,
delayed) but only a few people knew of them – and that person(s) was not
always present when new people were added. There was very little
awareness of humans in treatment area – watch what you are saying and
how you are saying it around people who have suffered loss. Person at
the head of a patient is in charge – others were trying to ‘lead from the
legs’.
Minimize your radio traffic – be EXTREMELY concise.

For future instruction:
1. Practice on scene size up – describing what is seen concisely and
completely (what information is needed by command? By team
members? By triage/treatment? By Fire? Overall impression – initial
concept of plan
2. Unified Command – how to integrate and work together (capitalize on
resources).
3. See ASSETS – SUVs (you will need all the help you can get), buildings
(what could that be used for), safe open spaces.
4. Developing an organizational chart and writing incident objectives
5. How to deal with citizens – what can we do - should we do? (firm enough
to focus them – soft enough to keep them operational)
6. Decisiveness – increase confidence
7. Importance of setting realistic time table for reporting. What should be in
report?
8. Planning meetings – IAPs
9. Concise reporting
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10. Transfer of command – role identification (everyone needs to understand
who is in charge of what – and who they report to.
11. Need more of an Incident Command structure – One Team Lead – is a
challenge for me to conceptualize – IC and Ops = easier. Who is leading
the troops on scene when command is leading the incident?
12. Accountability and safety
a. Building markings – are LIFE SAVERS, they should also state the
location of the triage/tx area that people have been taken (address
as there will be more than one treatment area established).
b. More on 360 (overhead, below – what are you looking for?) What
are the indicators that make a building ‘unsafe to enter’. How to
handle it if people are inside?
c. Accountability – teams went in without full names and assignments
– none seemed to have a clear understanding of their objectives.
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Mac McCawley <macmccawley@comcast.net>
Thu 5/7/2015 12:39 PM
2015.05.02.Operation Sasquatch
To:Van

Keuren, Jeremy <Jeremy.VanKeuren@portlandoregon.gov>;

Cc:edrentz@comcast.net

<edrentz@comcast.net>;

Overall the drill was a good exercise that showed many of the difficulties and deficiencies that we will
encounter in a disaster.
The first and foremost problem that I feel must be fixed is the adaptation and adoption of the ICS
concept.
During the exercise I did not see or hear any structure or organization in the methods that came out
by the groups of personnel that were attempting to perform their tasks.
Personnel were sent in as a “flood” apparently at the direction of one of the controllers, not one of the
“commanders” which further diminished the possibility of a structured approach.
There was no apparent specific task assignment for the. teams sent in, that is first team of 4 go right
and do a reconasense only (no triage or medical treatment) and report back to command, a second
team of 4 sent in to recon the left portion of the venue and report back thus giving the command a
snapshot of the scene and the information to form further response.
The solution for this lack of application of the ICS concept is to stress its importance in the didactic
portion of the classroom delivery and then present a special mandatory series of classes for all team
leaders and assistant leaders on leadership and built around the ICS system.
Had there been a better understanding and application of ICS in the exercise there would have been
a more organized approach and achievement overall.
I feel that all of the miscues in the exercise were well documenter and each of the participants’
improved their skills and will remember the pitfalls they encountered..
MAC McCawley
Laurelhurst Neighborhood
Emergency Team (NET)
Public Education
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From: Van Keuren, Jeremy [mailto:Jeremy.VanKeuren@portlandoregon.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2015 1:41 PM
To: Van Keuren, Jeremy
Subject: Op Sasquatch:

Hello Controllers/Evaluators:
I have released feedback surveys to the players and vic ms/actors regarding the exercise on Saturday. The third part of
the feedback (which I will synthesize into an AAR) is feedback from you.

5/25/2015 4:09 PM
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edrentz@comcast.net
Wed 5/6/2015 12:46 PM
2015.05.02.Operation Sasquatch
To:Van

Keuren, Jeremy <Jeremy.VanKeuren@portlandoregon.gov>;

Jeremy:
The following is a recap of my observations.

What went well:
The cribbing with victim under the debris pile in street.
Am shift taped off the area around car wreck.
Nets working together to get wheel chair person down stairs - both shifts. AM used blanket carry, PM
used SKED.
PM shift established a Triage center.
PM shift talked people out of Green House.
Problems:
At start of PM shift, one person was designated as IC. Another person announced she was the IC
and took over confusing team.
Both shifts - No plan, No walk through to find out what they have. IC had no map of area. No direction
from IC. Teams all came through the door at same time. Spread out with no communication or plan.
Building Markings - confusing, incomplete, incorrect, missing.
One NET helping victim to Triage area. Once victim is delivered, the NET is alone.
Many NETs walking alone. Hard to tell NETs from SUVs.
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Some searches were partial, victims missed or not found.
Some victims were found then left where they were. Later a team came to extricate them. In some
cases.
Electric wire by Apartment - AM shift 4 victims before it was taped off. PM shift 1 victim, not taped off.
Triage - AM shift, I did not see a triage set up. Pm Shift, Triage set up between Blue and Green
houses.
Many victims wandering around - ignored (both shifts).
Most NETs had no PPE. Some had face masts, some knee pads.
AM shift lost 4 people in Green house because they did not do a perimeter check
Communications very bad both NET to NET and NET to IC. Could be the radios or the building.
Efforts were made to contact various people.

Some thoughts for next time. Have SUVs marked by tape, or something visible. Wrist bands are
hidden by sleeves or gloves.
SUVs should be coupled with at least two NETs. Some of "NETs" wandering around could have been
SUVs.
Perhaps cut back the number of SUVs for the drill. It seemed like there were more SUVs than NETs.
Perhaps have three evaluators next time. They can watch or concentrate on two buildings each
instead of wandering all over the place.
Have a better understanding of what the controllers are doing so the evaluators can take that into
account.
All said and done, I thought it was a great exercise. A small taste of reality. Some complained about
the chaos. I told them, "If you think that was bad, wait until you get to the real thing".
Ed Rentz
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Marcel Rodriguez <marcel0123@hotmail.com>
Tue 5/5/2015 11:49 AM
2015.05.02.Operation Sasquatch
To:Van

Keuren, Jeremy <Jeremy.VanKeuren@portlandoregon.gov>;

General Feedback:
Teams seemed to have issues with the basic mission sequence: Ini al size‐up =>Plan=>Execute a coordinated
plan. The desire to dive in and address what were perceived as emergent issues had most teams going from
entry to execute with no report back, nor a plan.
Teams had a hard me staying together. Lots of discussion (“we will go in, you stay as a safety”) fell apart
when the “safety” would wander oﬀ.
More emphasis on working as a larger group on a specific planned objec ve (“clear this building”) and less on
breaking up into very small 2‐person teams that are not terribly eﬀec ve.
It is not opera onally eﬀec ve for a 4‐person team to have a dedicated radio operator and dedicated scribe
that are not par cipa ng in other ac vi es. These should be opera onal du es for an ac ve rescuer.
Teams did not make adequate use of the assets available, par cularly the vic ms (informa on), the bystanders
(experience and muscle), the other teams (equipment and muscle), and the physical assets (pack contents,
rescue equipment, found items).
More emphasis on execu ng the discrete mission (“10‐minute size‐up and report back”), rather than the team
star ng on one mission, then revising the plan on the fly without consul ng the IC.
Have a simple phrase to say when encountering people/entering buildings (i.e., “Emergency Response Team”).
Lots of long‐winded explana ons of who folks were, why they were there, what resources they had.
More discussion about how to pack equipment so it is accessible. Lots of me spent pawing through
unfamiliar packs to find pens, flashlights, tape, etc.
More emphasis on the need to fall back on, not away from, training and process as things get chao c. Lots of
situa ons where stress led to small devia ons (using equipment improperly, not using PPE, not marking
buildings, not communica ng progress) that led to a cascade of events that nega vely impacted the mission.
*********************
Exercise design/Training feedback:
The facility was really perfect for the objec ves of the exercise.
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We had an adequate number of vic ms, as well as a good distribu on of ages, sizes and abili es. Having a
wheelchair‐bound vic m worked very well.
Moulage was realis c and added to the overall stress.
It would be possible to use a projector to project various things onto the buildings for a dynamic change
(flames appearing/growing, cracks appearing/growing, etc.), or “cause and eﬀect” scenarios. It would be easy
and pre y powerful in that se ng.
Great idea to run an observed scenario where a trained team executes a mission and others get an opportunity
to see what works and what is expected. Reinforces posi ve examples.
Need specific training in the use of the Sked.
Need a simple training aid on building marking. It was the common failure of all teams.
Need focused training on taking interim notes, then transferring to the correct forms later. Lots of folks with
clipboards with their noses in forms not working the mission. All of the me on forms did not increase the
level of informa on being reported back, nor did it provide a clearer picture to the team or to the IC
Changing the ligh ng throughout the scenario was a powerful training tool, especially on a mul ‐hour exercise.
Noise from PA was a great addi on
It would have been good to have a controller channel for comms during the scenario.

Regards,
A 39
Marcel
From: Van Keuren, Jeremy
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2015 1:41 PM
To: Van Keuren, Jeremy
Hello Controllers/Evaluators:
I have released feedback surveys to the players and vic ms/actors regarding the exercise on Saturday. The third part of
the feedback (which I will synthesize into an AAR) is feedback from you.
Rather than put you in a structured survey, please send me whatever bullet points you think are most crucial for the
AAR. Your guiding ques ons are along the lines of: what did they do well? How best can they prepare? Where do they
need the most improvement? How should we change as instructors? … and so forth.
Please send me your feedback by end of day Friday, May 8. Thanks!
Jeﬀ Rook: would you please forward this to Tim? I do not have his email address. ~ JVK

Jeremy Van Keuren

5/25/2015 4:08 PM

Operation Sasquatch May 2, 2015
After Action Report Observations from Jeff Rook
The following observations are taken from Operation Sasquatch May 2nd Field Exercise.
The Facility:
The use of the Portland Police Bureau Scenario Village was a great location for the
search and rescue operation. The buildings and hazards artificially created for the
exercise worked well and offered plenty of challenges to the responding NET teams. The
full use of space was great, and although there is a security process to get into the
space, it is minimal and not cumbersome once inside. Future training opportunities at
this location would greatly benefit the NET Program adding a more realistic response
then the traditional field exercises has with its limited spaces. There are many variations
on Operation Sasquatch that can use the facility and boost training opportunities for
NET.
The 6 buildings all offer different challenges in what they offer and their general setup
for the exercise was sufficient in creating and artificial scenario. The general
resourcefulness of the trainers/ controllers made each station work really well.
The Victims:
The use of live and fake “dummy” victims with moulage raised the bar for the
responders, and the victim actors did a phenomenal job simulating their respective roles
in the disaster.
The Controllers and Evaluators:
The Controllers and Evaluators for the exercise brought a high level of experience to the
table and the number of folks involve was perceived to be adequate to control the
different spaces effectively. From a single Controller’s perspective this was a well
designed and executed exercise with enough artificialities added to make for a more
challenging drill.
The Participating NETS:
From my perspective as a Controller at the Bank, the morning NET teams seemed to
have a decent approach plan on searching the building and constructing a good size-up
and triage of patients. The two initial responders started marking the building however
mistakenly “closed out” the “X” then continued with the interior search. They then
removed the initial victims with an understanding of getting them “out of the building”
but not a clear place to take them afterwards, except all the way back to a triage/
treatment area. In that time one NET artificially was electrocuted by down power lines.
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In the end, the team did extract
everyone from the building, however
neglected to “Close-out” the building
search with a time, nor denote where
they took the victims, or mark the
areas searched.
The team conducting the rescue did
successfully use a Sked, and the two
trained persons familiar with Skeds
explained and showed two non-Sked
trained NETs. The individuals also
verbally searched the space and raised
concerns as they went, letting their
team members know about electrical
or other hazards in the space.
NET Team communication in person
was considerably better then the use
of the radios, where with a small block
space, some of the conversations
could have happened in the street.
Observations on tracking of gear and equipment: Some NETs were heavily reliance on
needing Skeds to move injured patients, and that hindered alternative options for
moving victims.
NETS were observed leaving their backpacks behind in different locations, or being ill
prepared to start a search or triage of people, and fumbled through their equipment
packs looking for pens or tape.
The biggest concern noticed in this exercise is clarity in training, on how to properly
search a building, mark a building, and then what to do next.
In a full-scale incident, with multiple layers of response, NET Team leadership also needs
to give better direction on what is expected, i.e – Teams will conduct an initial Size-up of
the street/ block/ areas, and report back to the command post/ OR radio in for
additional resources. In the afternoon training, the street was flooded with NETs of
which some were standing around for 10plus minutes not actively participating in the
exercise, just watching other responders.
Lastly, more exercises that join multiple elements of the NET/CERT curriculum would
help bridge the “station-isolation” gap experience and make more well-rounded
responders.
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Debrief and Lessons Learned - Operation Sasquatch - 150502.docx
Sunday, May 03, 2015

These are some lessons learned from the Saturday, May 2, 2015 Operation Sasquatch, Conducted
by the Portland Bureau of Emergency Management, Neighborhood Emergency Team (NET).

How It Should Have Unfolded
Before deploying any resources, you have to do a situational assessment. The Incident
Commander or team leader needs information about buildings, injured, assets, hazards, and the
stability of the situation before proceeding with any rescue work. Realistically, this might be
achieved by setting up a skeleton ICS structure with a few key roles: Situational Awareness
(Planning), Walking-Wounded and SUV Administration (Logistics), and Communication
(Operations and Logistics).
My thinking is the following. Situational awareness is tasked with keeping track of not only
resources, but the hazards and tasks of the team. As the reports come back, it is better to have
someone other than the Incident Commander trying to keep track of all of this. Ambulatory
victim management and SUV administration will be important because, the first thing the team
will attempt to do is bring out the walking wounded. If these people are wanderers, there needs
to be somebody to keep them under control. More important, however, is that the ones not
seriously injured can go through some SUV training and begin to become assets to the rest of the
team. They can serve as scribes for the other command staff or even assistance to search and
rescue teams. Communications will be essential from the moment that teams step into the event
situation.
Medical and safety officers should also be chosen at this point, based on their experience and
training. The medical officer can either stay with the ICS or be deployed with the team. If they
are deployed with the team they should be paired up with another individual who can support
them. The safety officer will be deployed with the team to the disaster area to identify hazards
and will be paired with an individual who can support.
With these positions in place, remaining members can be formed into search and rescue strike
units, typically consisting of pairs, but in no case in Units of less than two people. All
individuals should review the contents of their equipment and make sure that they're familiar
with the contents of their pack. In particular, they need to be able to quickly access voltage
meters, safety gloves, lights, and medical equipment.
At least one individual on the deployment force needs to be tasked with record keeping and the
construction of a map. The map will include information about the location and condition of
buildings and the location and condition of victims. It should also identify any hazards or
situations that need to be stabilized. The team should not leave the area until these maps are
complete. Again, at this point, there would be no extraction of victims unless they are
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Immediates can be treated if treatment can be performed in under 10 seconds. Teams should use
their own discretion about taping off or stabilizing things such as high power lines and other
hazards. This should be done only if doing so would not take significant amount of time from
this information gathering and assessment.
As the teams move into the disaster area, they are checking the condition of buildings first. If a
building is marked as seriously unstable, it's important that the team not attempt to enter the
building. Alternative routes into the building, however, can be examined for accessibility and
safety. Buildings are marked as they are entered, and the marking is completed when the team
leaves the building. Buildings need to be unambiguously identified, using for example street
addresses. All information about victims and hazards should be recorded in the map, but it
should also be relayed to Situational Awareness immediately.
Individuals must never, under any circumstances, separate from their buddy. If one of the
individuals becomes injured, that person is now a victim and that you need to stay together and
await extraction. They will contact incident command using radios.
When all buildings and area have been searched and the maps are complete, the teams should
retreat to the Incident Command area for redeployment. Incident Command will prioritize
extraction and use of available assets. Priority should reflect the existence of life-threatening
hazards that need to be stabilized, and the priorities of the START triage system. Highest
priority goes to Immediate treatment followed by Delayed treatment and finally Dead/Deceased.
The triage area for the Immediate and Delayed victims should be chosen to minimize the
distance these individuals need to be transported.
Extraction strike teams will then reenter the area with their instructions. If it is anticipated that a
team of two will be inadequate for an extraction, more personnel may be assigned to that strike
team. If an extraction appears to be more than a strike team can manage or if additional
equipment is required, the strike team should report back to incident command their situation.
Under no circumstances should NET members be standing around. Either on their own or by
direction from incident command, units from lower priority or less urgent situations should
redeploy to the higher priority situation to assist the team in need of assistance. This is where the
situational awareness will be especially important. Situational awareness will be tasked with
knowing where assets like SKEDS and individuals with particular skills are located.
The person in ICS charged with SUVs needs to constantly assess the condition of new victims
that are extracted for serving as assistance to other ICS positions or to feel strike teams.
Providing themselves with assistance is certainly proper and probably wise. The SUV manager
must also coordinate with the Situational Awareness officer and inform him or her of
deployment of those assets. Strike teams can support development of SUVs by collecting any
individual standing around and not explicitly precluded from contributing to the team's effort.
If at some point, any individual feels like the situation has become too chaotic and they are
beginning to feel hopeless or cynical about the exercise, they need to report themselves to ICS
A
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What Went Wrong During This Exercise
What we observed in the exercise of this was poor situational assessment and planning. Many
teams were entering the disaster area without a specific plan or coordination. They would find
victims and immediately begin to problem solve around that victim. If they ran into equipment
shortages, they may be standing around for a significant amount of time waiting for SKED other
equipment. In one case, they did not move for 30 minutes.
Buildings were usually not properly marked and were not remarked after search and rescue
teams left. Buildings were ambiguously referred to as "the red building" or "building one".
Victims would often wander, and many would wander back into the disaster area. Ambulatory
victims needed to be actively managed.
Hazards such as electrical wires were not dealt with appropriately. Instead of barricading or
taping them off, individuals would touch items in the proximity of the wire and become victims.
Other search and rescue members would attempt to rescue that person in themselves be
electrocuted.
Radio communication was really only efficient among people who had ARES training. Others
could not pass technical information and simply handed the messages to the amateur radio
operator. Some reported that FRS radios were ineffective, reflecting a lack of knowledge about
the radio’s limitations and operation.
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Operation Sasquatch 5/2/16 – Debrief
By Angela Watson, with input from the team!

TEAM MEMBERS:
•
•
•
•
•

Angela Watson
Anna Shook
John Rollins
Lela Brown
Susan Ronning

EXERCISE SUMMARY:
We had five team members participate in the 5/2/15 Operation Sasquatch exercise at the
Police Bureau Training Center. Susan took on a combined team lead/ARO role, while the rest of
the team split into two search & rescue groups.
The newly-established Collinsview NET had an impressive eight team members in attendance.
For this exercise, our two teams were not competing with each other, and in fact we were
encouraged to pool resources and work together.
After an initial safety debrief and intro to the exercise, we were given 10 minutes to set up our
staging area. They provided a canopy tent and some flipcharts, but that's about it - no medical
supplies, no blankets, etc. Any equipment had to be provided right out of our own packs (to be
reimbursed by PBEM.)
After 10 minutes, they opened the doors to the "training village" so that we could do an initial
sweep and building sizeup. There was one main street lined by several buildings on each side,
designed to look like buildings you'd see in a small downtown area - apartments, a bank, a
convenience store, etc. The AL/K team took the left side and the Collinsview team took the
right. After doing a quick sizeup of each building, we drew the slash marking and entry time on
the paper provided outside the door, then proceeded to search inside the building, locate and
extract victims and bring them to the staging area. We had about an hour to locate and assist as
many victims as possible, while attempting to manage SUVs, gawkers, and walking wounded
who refused to stay in one place.

WHAT WENT WELL
•
•
•
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We got valuable hands-on practice that allowed us to put our knowledge – and gear – to
the test
We worked really well as a team and performed well under pressure
Despite our small team of 5, we managed to help lots of people while dealing with
numerous distractions

CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES
Challenges
Unclear building identification
The buildings weren't labeled in any logical way - the
first building on the left wasn't labeled at all, the second
building had a "1" on the door, and the third one had a
more normal address (1026 or something like that.) This
caused a lot of confusion and made it really hard to
discuss our whereabouts with our lead via radio. For
example, Lela and I called for help to extract a victim
from “building 1”, which was really the second building!

Opportunities
It’s really important for everyone to
have a clearly labeled map before
anyone starts going inside any
buildings or requesting assistance.
We should have done a quick sweep
of the area, drawn a rough map,
and gone back to incident command
to share our findings before
proceeding.

Small search & rescue teams
Even though there were 13 NET members overall,
several NETs were positioned at the staging area, and
the rest of us were all dispersed between six buildings.
For the search & rescue teams, this made it hard to get
help when we needed more than two people to carry a
victim, because the other rescuers were all tied up
helping other victims.
Understaffed medical area
The medical area was very short-staffed because
everyone wanted to do search & rescue.

Search & resource groups should
consist of 3-4 people rather than 2
so that there is enough manpower
to move/carry victims when
needed.

Unclear leadership roles
Because we had two NETs participating, there were two
leads who were each getting reports from their own
team members but not really getting “big picture”
information about the whole scene that might have
allowed for more strategic decision making and better
collaboration with city authorities. Also, the team leads
were positioned right next to the medical treatment
tent, which made them the default go-to people for
every NET, victim, and SUV at the staging area.
Radio communication
With radios clipped to our belts or bags, it was very
difficult to hear incoming transmissions over all the
other background noise. It was also difficult to operate
the radios while wearing work gloves and other gear.
Another challenge was that we didn’t really have a solid
plan for when and how we should communicate with
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This probably wouldn’t happen in
real life with real victims needing
medical attention. But for this
exercise, anyway, we should have
designated a medical lead right
from the start, and an SUV
coordinator to help identify trained
helpers.
It probably would have worked
much better to identify one incident
team lead and have the other lead
serve in a different capacity – Ops
Lead, ARO, etc. And the medical
tent should have been set up
somewhere else – not right next to
Incident Command.
All NET members should be
equipped with a hands-free headset
to use with their radio.
As a team, we should do some
training on radio communication
principles and practice them in the

Portland Bureau of
Emergency Management
9911 SE Bush Street
Portland, OR 97266-2562
www.portlandoregon.gov/pbem
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each other – for example, should search & rescue teams
check in only at the beginning or end of a search, or
report findings while inside a building? How do we
address each other? How do we start and end a
transmission?
Building marking
For many NETs, this was their first exercise that required
marking the outside of a building with a big “X” and
search info (team name, in/out time, and search
outcomes.) Most teams either neglected to do this or
missed some of the steps (for example, marking “In”
time but not “Out”.)
SKED operation
For some NETs, this was their first time actually using a
SKED to transport a victim. Although the SKED isn’t
terribly difficult to use, there are some things that
should be done to keep the victim safe and stable during
transport. (One group – from the “other” team – actually
dragged a SKED over a curb onto the street, causing the
victim’s head to bounce – ouch!)
Lack of materials
There were many times during the exercise when we
found ourselves in need of materials to help extricate or
move victims or make them more comfortable – things
like blankets and pillows for the medical area, towels to
cushion injuries, police tape to mark off dangerous
areas, etc. Although we knew these things were
available around the village, we found it difficult to find
them in the moment of need.

field.

Another great training/practice
topic

Another great training/practice
topic

This was a good lesson on the
importance of looking for assets
while searching for victims!

TRAINING WE NEED:
•
•
•

Radio communication
Building markup
SKED operation

EQUIPMENT WE SHOULD HAVE:
•
•
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Radio headsets for hands-free communication
“Danger” tape to mark off unsafe areas (such as downed power lines)

